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I write this article not as the head of the Location Based Marketing
Association, nor as the founder of GroundLevel Insights. I write this
personal reflection, simply as a veteran of the location data industry that
wants to see this Coronavirus arrested.
AT CERTAIN TIMES WE STAND AT A CROSSROADS WHERE
THE RIGHT FOR PRIVACY MUST BE TEMPORARILY LIMITED
FOR THE GREATER GOOD. THIS IS NONE CLEARER THAN IN
THE CURRENT GLOBAL COVID-19 CRISIS WE ARE FACING.

Over the last few years our industry has witnessed the pendulum swing forcefully in the
direction of stricter consumer privacy and data protection. The European Union passed
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which came into effect during the spring
of 2018. Data controllers (the companies collecting data) must clearly disclose
any data collection, declare the lawful basis and purpose for data processing, and state
how long data is being retained and if it is being shared with any third parties. Data
subjects (the consumer public) have the right to request a portable copy of the data
collected by a controller and maintain the right to have their data erased under certain
circumstances. Companies abusing these regulations are in many cases subject to
severe fines of up to €20 million or up to 4% of their annual worldwide turnover.
Since 2018, many other countries including Chile, Japan, Brazil, Argentina and more
have adopted laws similar to GDPR. More recently the State of California passed the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) which went into effect in January of this year
(2020) and the U.S. government is exploring similar federal legislation. These laws
have provided consumers with the ability to opt-out from the use of their date and have
provided significant restrictions on data collection which have led to vast changes in
our industry.
I believe that most of these changes are important, and the need to respect the privacy
of the consumer is valid. They have led to enhanced transparency and greater accuracy
of the data we now have. That being said, I also believe that at certain times we stand
at a crossroads where the right for privacy must be temporarily limited for the greater
good. This is none clearer than in the current global COVID-19 crisis we are facing.

GOVERNMENTS IN CHINA HAVE RELIED HEAVILY ON
PARTNERSHIPS WITH LARGE TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES,
GIVING THEM OFFICIAL SUPPORT TO DEVELOP INNOVATIVE
AI SOLUTIONS FOR ALL KINDS OF SURVEILLANCE, SECURITY,
AND HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS.
It may be time to allay our need for privacy in favour of using the data to protect our
citizens and ultimately save lives. In the same way that we use location data for e-911
services, mapping out confirmed cases with public transportation data and mobile
geolocation data could accelerate efforts to track down close contacts and identify
suspect cases across the country. Its real-time monitoring capacity could enable health
authorities to enforce targeted quarantine. Making this information easily accessible to
the public could help direct people away from known centers of transmission and could
even calm wide-spread panic buying. Assessing individuals’ risk of infection based on a
profile of movement and association would facilitate the economy’s ability to maximize
productivity and minimize unemployment during this global health crisis that already
foreshadows a global economic downturn.
Governments in China have relied heavily on partnerships with large technology
companies like Alibaba, Tencent, and Baidu, giving them official support to develop
innovative AI solutions for all kinds of surveillance, security, and healthcare applications
as well as state-sanctioned opportunities to train these systems on a gigantic amount
of real-time data across the country.
Furthermore, many of these newly invented or greatly improved products will attract
more demand after the pandemic and give Chinese companies a further boost in
development capacity as well as global market share. We should consider this here in
North America as an opportunity to gain equal technological advancement rather than
falling behind.

China is not alone in putting its technology capacity and data resources to work on this
pandemic. Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan have all seen variants of such digital
experiments during the public health crisis.
In Taiwan in particular, the government is using cell phone tracking to enforce a
mandatory quarantine in an effort to contain the spread of coronavirus resulting in just
67 cases and only 1 death (as of March 16) They are not using any advanced
surveillance technology - it’s simply location tracking based on phone sim cards and
correlation to the nearby cell towers, and It’s proving to be a relatively simple
but effective way to prevent further infections and fatalities.
Leveraging these innovative data applications during an extremely difficult time must
shape how the world’s biggest and most innovative economies regulate data in the
future. The truth is, much of the world outside of Europe and North America is much
more interested in putting their data to work, rather than obsessing over the pitfalls of
privacy encroachment.

LET’S LEVERAGE THE SWIFT TAPPING OF THIS LIMITLESS
RESOURCE NOW TO SLOW THE SPREAD AND PROTECT OUR
PEOPLE.
Our ability to stem the tide of the virus will depend on
whether governments unshackle our leading tech
companies to permit experimentation with their
underutilized geo-location data resources. There are, of
course, legal issues and ethical concerns to
navigate. While consumer privacy is important, a time like
this may call for emergency measures to be in place that
allow for the use of consumer location data, using much
the same authority as that which leads to closed borders,
curfew enforcement and mandated business closures.
People in our industry often describe data as “the new
oil.” If we believe that, then let’s leverage the swift tapping
of this limitless resource now to slow the spread and
protect our people.

